In this paper, we propose a Semantic Graphs for Image Search (SGIS) system, which provides a novel way for image search by utilizing collaborative knowledge in Wikipedia and network analysis to form semantic graphs for search-term suggestion. The collaborative article editing process of Wikipedia's contributors is formalized as bipartite graphs that are folded into networks between terms. When user types in a search term, SGIS automatically retrieves an interactive semantic graph of related terms that allow users easily find related images not limited to a specific search term. Interactive semantic graph then serves as an interface to retrieve images through existing commercial search engines. This method significantly saves users' time by avoiding multiple search keywords that are usually required in generic search engines. It benefits both naïve user who does not possess a large vocabulary (e.g., students) and professionals who look for images on a regular basis. In our experiments, 85% of the participants favored SGIS system than commercial search engines.
INTRODUCTION
As in December 2007, Google Image is providing keywordbased queries to search more than one billion images on the Internet [1] . Due to its effectiveness to initiate search, keyword-based search has been the main stream search method to users. Studies in information retrieval showed that an organized and conceptual presentation of results is preferred over an unstructured one and the reaction of users to the introduction of increased interactivity options is positive [2] . While most commercial image search engines mainly rely on hyperlinks and metadata to index images [3] , researchers have been devoted to concept detection approach in order to understand image content directly and annotate keyword terms to images [4] .
Keyword-based query is more natural to generic users. However, it shares the same obstacle as in information retrieval -what keywords should I put in that search box to find out the information I really need? Users in modern days must have experienced the difficulty of figuring out the right terms. Content-based image search tried to circumvent this problem. However, it is hard to define and provide 'similar' images, and thus not really a solution for daily use. In most occasions, we do not know what to 'ask' and thus spend lots of time to try various search terms again and again until we find the things we want. Therefore, no matter how good computers can index images by content analysis, manually tagging, or PageRank approach through hyperlinks, a decisive factor of user's search experience resides on the way of how query terms are formed.
Generic web search engines try to tackle this important issue by providing keyword suggestions when users typing in a part of search terms in the search box. But, up to now, the suggested list is mainly based on word-completion, rather than showing alternative keywords that are semantically relevant. For instance, when a user type in solar power, it could be valuable to a user to show results such as photovoltaics. If someone is interested in US presidential election and type in Barack Obama, it would be useful to provide a way to show results of semantically related term such as Hillary Clinton.
In this paper, we propose a novel way to search images by providing related semantic terms in a visualization graph in conjunction with any existing keyword-based image search engine. After user types in a search term, relevant terms appear on the semantic graph and user can mouse over a relevant term and see search results on the same webpage. Such interface can significantly save search time for users. To achieve this, a major challenge is: how to find out the meaningful semantic relationships among terms?
Semantic query suggestion is a promising but still challenge issue [5] . Early work on computing semantic relatedness was based on purely statistical techniques [6] Later, research relied heavily on lexical reference system such as WordNet [7] [8] . But, due to the nature of WordNet as a manually constructed system on mostly single words, the capability of computing the semantic relatedness on bigram or multi-gram words is limited and hard to be up-todate.
We propose to utilize the collaborative knowledge of human beings on Wikipedia [9] to find out semantic graphs of search terms. A semantic graph of a given search term is centralized with the term, with tons of related search terms that link with each other with weighted on links. It is similar to an ego-centric social network but use terms to replace people in nodes. Recently, Wikipedia has become the largest Internet encyclopedia in the world, and conveys millions of articles. A naïve approach to use Wikipedia for calculating the relatedness of two terms is to consider whether terms are hyperlinked through "related links" section in a Wikipedia page. Such approach is useful, however, could not provide weights to the closeness of terms. Thus, moreover, we propose to use an important hidden linkage of terms inside human (i.e., article editors) to consider the relatedness of terms as well as how close terms are. Our hypothesis is that whoever contributed to two articles, there is a large likelihood that these two terms are somehow related so that an 'expert' knows both of them. We thus draw bipartite graph between authors and terms and collapses it into onedimensional graphs with weighted links. Since relationships somewhat captured human being knowledge behind scenes, the constructed semantic graphs look useful and can serve as an important basis for query suggestion on image searches.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first present the framework of the Semantic Graphs for Image Search and Browsing System (SGIS) in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe how to construct semantic graphs from Wikipedia. In Section 4, we describe image search interface. Experiment results of the new system are reported in Section 5. Finally, conclusions and future work direction are provided in Section 6. Figure 1 illustrates the framework of our Semantic Graphs for Image Search System (SGIS). The SGIS framework has three major components. The first is "Construction of Semantic Relatedness." We use Wikipedia's concept and social network techniques to compute the semantic distance between relevant terms. In the second module, "Image Search Interface," we use the "Image Query Concept Interpreter" to extract concept terms from keywords, articles and URL inputs. Using the semantic weights resulting from the "Construction of Semantic Relatedness" module, we plot out a semantic relatedness graph according to image query. We also rank the importance of each correlated keyword. In the third module, we utilize the information gathered from "Semantic Relatedness Graph Plot Out" and "Important Concept Ranking" to display the image based on each query and make a recommendation according to the obtained relatedness and trends. The user can simply click on the semantic relatedness graph to see the ranked images from user pre-specified search engines (such as Google Images).
THE FRAMEWORK OF SEMANTIC GRAPHS FOR IMAGE SEARCH SYSTEM (SGIS)

CONSTRUCTION OF SEMANTIC GRAPHS 3.1 Overview
Each Wikipedia document contains related terms which form a kind of conceptual network. For each article, all versions and contributors are stored. Social networks of contributors and their editing article were formed. These two networks provide the basic elements for computing semantic relatedness.
We crawled thousands of Wikipedia articles to obtain hyperlink and author information from histories to construct the relationships of terms. Beginning from the topic pages we crawled all of the topic's internal links to create a concept network. In addition, for each article a record of all contributors and their editorial histories is maintained. We identified the relationship between these articles and their respective contributions as another type of network, a specific bipartite network. The relationships among contributors and their edited articles can be represented by a bipartite graph of contributors and articles. When contributors c 1 and c 2 are both interested in editing articles a 1 and a 2 , a relation between a 1 and a 2 is created. Using this social interaction data, we built up a semantic relatedness weighting model.
For each term, we maintain a semantic graph that shows related terms up to 3 degrees away in its semantic distance. (One degree of separation means two terms are directly related through a few common authors or are connected through relevant links).
Algorithms to construct semantic graphs
The detail operational procedures to construct semantic graphs are described as follows. 1) Let's consider a topic T m , "solar power" and its related articles as an example, We treat "solar power" not just as a topic but also as a key term which we denote as . Beside "solar power", there are many internal hyperlinks linked to solar-power-related terms within the articles such as "global warming" and "solar cells," denoted in Wikipedia as . So, a set of solar-powerrelated terms is created and denoted as . We identify the relationships among internal hyperlinks as the concept network.
2) For each article, we examine the revisions of article's editorial history of T m on the basis of this information provided by , where T i and T j are terms, denotes the set of contributors who have edited term T, denotes the number of common contributors who have edited T i and T j . The more contributors who have edited T i and T j , the higher the weight in semantic relatedness between T i and T j . Figure 2 demonstrates our method to compute the weight of semantic relatedness.
IMAGE SEARCH INTERFACE
When user inputs a keyword, the keyword's semantic relatedness graph will plot out on the left hand side of the interface. In the semantic relatedness graph, we represent the related term with a node and their relationship as an edge. The edge width indicates the relatedness weight between two terms i.e. a thicker edge represents a closer semantic relatedness. We also create a scroll bar to adapt the threshold of relatedness weight between two nodes. Meanwhile, as we move the cursor upon one of the keyword on the semantic relatedness graph, the dynamic ranking image search result from external image search engine is shown on the right-hand side. Figure 3 shows an example based on keyword "solar power" as an example, the thicker the edge, the higher semantic relatedness between nodes. In the runtime, SGIS parses query strings and check whether the semantic graph of the query term has been previously stored. If not, then the system checks whether that term exists as a new entry in Wikipedia and thus generate semantic graph in run-time by linking that term to other known terms in the database. If nothing is available, then SGIS suggests a few search terms based on traditional complete-word suggestion method as in generic search engines.
We also provide an optional interface to list recommended search terms by condensing a semantic graph. We apply inlink count analysis [10] methods to rank the importance of each correlative keyword in a semantic graph. We use this method to decrease the large space needed for the semantic graph, which may be a limitation to some users who have low screen resolution. 
EXPERIMENTS
We compared SGIS with keyword image query systems. We conducted our experiments using Internet Explorer 6 Windows XP PC with 17 inch monitors set at 1280 by 1024 pixels in 24-bit color. Thirty participants were invited to experiment on Google images search, for a period of time.
They are then asked to use our SGIS to conduct search based on the same ad-hoc topics they previously put in and answer questions on forms regarding (1) novelty (2) flexibility and (3) usability. User studied show that more than 80% of the participants preferred our semantic relatedness results to those provided by traditional image search interface. 87% said that the obtained relatedness helps them to learn more about the collection. 73% found SGIS is more flexible, and 73% found that, it is easier to use. These results indicate that our semantic graph based approach is a promising method for users in their daily life search tasks.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to explicitly use Wikipedia's social network to compute semantic relatedness and to use semantic graphs for image search. In summary, SGIS provides a new method to perform image query with high dimensional semantic relatedness. Compared to keyword based image queries, which use statistical concurrence information or lexical sources, our method leverages knowledge bases that are much richer and much more comprehensive. Compared to contentbased image query, our method uses collaborative knowledge to reflect human concepts. Empirical evaluation confirms that using SGIS leads to improvements in search flexibility and usability. SGIS results in a higher correlation of computed relatedness scores and provides more potential avenues for search term exploration.
The proposed semantic graphs can be used not only for image searches but also for generic information search. Our early experiments show high usefulness of the generated semantic graphs. We see a potential advantage of using such semantic graph for various search tasks in everyone's daily search activities. In the future, we are investigating on performing semantic graphs for generic searches and directly fusion the ranked semantic keyword list with search results. We are also studying the effects of adding personalization and trend prediction to the design. 
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